
  

Mathematics 
In Maths this term, we will be working more on 

fractions including counting in tenths, sorting and 
equivalent fractions. Time including telling the time 
to five minutes and 24 hours clocks. Properties of 

shape including recognising and describing both 2D 
and 3D shapes, and mass and capacity which will 
including estimating and measure both. All of this 

will be a mixture of teacher led activities along with 
fun problem solving activities to reinforce the 

learning. 

Art and DT 
Art this term will link heavily into our Egypt topic. 
Children will be turning themselves into pharaohs, 

sketching, painting, creating using clay and making 
jewellery. 

We will look at brush strokes, learn how to sketch properly 
and use different techniques to explore texture. 

In DT, we will be making informational pyramid models 
which will include electrical and mechanical components. 

Music  

In music we will be looking at technical 
terms used in music and their meaning. 
Children will also learn about graphic 
scores and how these can be used to 
help them to create their own musical 

compositions. 
 

Computing  
The children will be using GarageBand to 

help create music as part of learning about 
graphic scores. 

We will also be looking at how to us 
emails, from composing and adding 

attachments, to sending. 
 

How you can help 
Please continue to read with your child as often as possible, 

help them to learn their weekly spellings and support them with 
their times tables. Children can bring in Show and Tell if linked 
to our topic, writing or number skills. We will continue to have 

PE lessons on Tuesday and Thursday.  
Thank you for your continued support.  

 

Class 3 Summer 2022 
Ancient Egypt 

On our journey through Ancient Egypt we will… 

 

 

Religious Education 
In RE we will be looking at 

inspirational people and why they 
are inspirations to some. 

 

PSHE 
We will continue to follow our Jigsaw 

scheme of work this term.  
‘Being me in my world’. We will 

reflect upon our identify, self-worth 
and responsibilities from other’s 

perspective.  
 


